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Mushaira A term used to describe a musical and/or cultural event performed by an Afghan or Iranian women's
troupe called a digar. Hurdah digar (دگر بهوده) means a great digar in Persian. The term “mushaira” is derived from

the Persian word for “conversation” or “talking circle”. In the context of a renda or cultural festival, the term
“mushaira” applies to the musical event that is put on as a supplement to the festivities. The term “mushaira”

in this sense is a compound of “mush” which refers to the music and “haar” which refers to a cultural event. The
Persian word for “life” or “birth” is “mashhird”, which is thus the root of both “mushaira” and “mashhird”.
“Mushaira” is a long-standing tradition in the Afghan and Iranian vernacular music and dance, and can be

traced back in both cultures to the 6th century. Historical information about the first performances of mushairas
can be found in the book “Bazgiran idh-dibhar” by Muslim, a 12th century Persian poet. Another similar event is
the saemreh where musicians perform arias (songs) and duets in a social setting. “Mushaira” (in Persian) is the
word for “conversation”, as in a drawing room party or after dinner conversation. Mushaira is an ancient Persian
literary form and musical form featuring literary and musical refrains (nazms). Mazandarani family is famous for

its musical and theatrical excellence and typically perform their own show. Persian families usually perform a
concert or “mushaira” after Friday prayers. Both during the Mughal period and contemporary Pakistani culture,

mushaira performances were very prevalent. The Persian masters of this art form had trained in the Mughal
court at the Nishapur Masjid. In the 19th century a style of mushaira developed called the “takhte-taj”. The term

(meaning “thirteen”) refers to
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